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Such warlike ideas were repugnant to him. No civilisa-
tion worthy of the name was conceivable without a fair
distribution of wealth, dignity assured to labour, and
above all a common moral purpose. Economic liberalism,
especially in the refined and abstract form Walras gave
it, seemed to him to express a part, but only a part,
of this ideal. Does not the presumed perfected competition
between producers in effect automatically bring about
that disappearance of profits, that return to the purchasers
of the surplus wealth socially created, that "reign of the
consumer," in which Gide saw a postulate of social equity?
But liberalism looks for a result from the free inter-
action of selfish motives, which Gide thought could be
still better obtained through the solidarity and association
of men of good wilL Co-operation of consumers, respect-
ing the autonomy and the initiative of its members,
warding off the fatal enterprise of a Collectivist State
and impressing its own guidance upon production,
had, in the eyes of a moralist such as Gide, a decided
superiority over any social structure a la Walras: such
co-operation would breathe into the organisation of
material life that divine afflatus of brotherhood which
Christianity brought to the world—for that is what
Gide meant by the soul which Fourier could not give to
co-operation, that "soul of goodness" which for him was
the essential.
That the French school of liberalism should not have
discerned in him, from the beginning, a thoroughbred
liberal, one of those who might have been among its
founders had it still been necessary to fight for its foun-
dation—this seems to us to-day an incomprehensible
aberration. And that its hostility against an economist
whose talents received world-wide homage from his
colleagues should have been manifested by a sort of
grand excommunication weaponed by silence is almost
unbelievable in its pettiness. No, there was nothing
grand about such a silence. What was really great, though
quite useless, was the generosity with which Gide per-
sisted in reviewing in his own journal the publications of

